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PRIMARY IDEALS IN THE RING OF COTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 

By Soon Sook Bae 

O. Abstract 

Considering the prime z,f i1 ters on a topological space X through the structures 

。f the ring C(X) of contim~ous functions. a prime z-fiI ter is uniquely detcrmined 

'by a primary z-ideal in the ring C(X) , i. e. , they have a one-to-one co1'respond

‘ence. Any primary ideal is contained in a unique maximal ideal in C(X). 

Denoting ‘9(X) , tJ'(X) , 9R(X) the prime, primary-z, maximal spectra, 
rrespectively, tJ'(X) is neither an open nor a cIosed subspace of .!?(X). 

1. Preliminaries 

If X is a topological space, the set C(X) of real continuous functions is a 

rring. For any z-ideal 1 in C(X) , the foIlowing are equivalent: (1) 1 is prime, 
{2) 1 contains a prime ideal , (3) For all f , g ε C(X) , if fg=O , then f ε 1 or 

g ε 1 (4) For eve1'y f ε C(X), there is a zero-set in Z [1] on which f does not 

.change sign, Let .f?(X) (W/(X)) be the set of all prime (maximaI) ideals in 

.C(X), let U(E) be the set of all primc (maximal) ideals containing the set E , 

Ithen (i) if a is the ideal generated by E , U(E)=U(a)=U(r(a)) (ii) U(O)=‘웃 

(X) (9JI(X)) , U(l) =rþ (iii) if (Ei\el is any family of subsets of C(X) ,. then 

;U( U EJ= n U(E) , (iv) U(anb)=U'(a)UU(b)=U(ab) for any ideals a, b of 
i든l' iel ‘ 

‘C(X). Hence the sets U(E) satisfy th:! axoms fo 1' closed sets in a topological 

space. The resulting space is said to be the prime (maximal or structurc space) 

:spectrum of C(X) , respectively. 

3. Results 

'THEOREM 1. For any z-ideal 1 갱 C(X) , the fo!lowing are equival e;t!: 

{1) 1 z's priηzary 

.(2) 1 contaiηs a primary ideal 

’ (3) For all f , g ε C(X) , if fg=O , tkkx ez·tker fεI or g” ε 1 for some n)O 

(4) For eνery f ε C(X) , there is.a zero-set in Z [I] on μ，11Ïch f does not c씨ange 

!Szgn. 
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LEMMA 2. lf J and l' are primary ideals, neither containing the others~ 

then J n l' is not prz'mary 

THEOREM 3. .ln C(X) , every primary z'deal is contained in a uniψle maxz'mat 

z'deal. 

PROOF. We know that each ideal is contained in at least one maximal ideal. 

lf M and M' are distinct maximal ideals, then M n M' is not primary Since‘ 

M and M' are z.ideals, M n M' is also a z-ideal. By Theorem 1, M n M' 

contains no prìmary ideal. 

This is a speciality of characterìzations of ideals in C(X), the next theorem 

shows that a primary ideal uniquely determines a prìme z-filter on a topologicaL 

space X. Therefore we see the correspondence between primary z-ideals and 

prime z-filters be one-to-one. 

THEOREM 4. lf a z's primary ideal in C(X) , Z [a] is a prime z-filter 

PROOF. Let a'=Z• Z [a] , then Z [a'] =Z [a] and a' is a z-ideal which contains: 

the primary ideal a. By theorem 1, a' is prìmary z-ideal and hence a' is prìme‘ 

Thus Z[a’] =Z [a] is a prìme z-filter. 

LEMMA 5. For all ideal 1, we have Z [1] =Z [r(I)] 

THEOREM 6. Let d(X) be the set of all prz'maγ'Y z-z'deals in C(X) and let 

V(E) be the set of all prz'mary z-ideals which contain E , where E z's a subset oj 

C(X). Then (i) zj a z's the ideal generated by E , then V(a) =V(r(a)) =V(E), 
(ii) V(Q) =d(X), V(l) =çb (iii) if (Ei)iε1 is any family of sμbsets of C(X) , then: 

V( !J ß)= .n Y(E,) (iv) V(anb)=V(ab)=V(a)UV(b) 
t‘三l' ì E. l . 

Theorem 6 shows that the sets V(E) satisfy the axioms for closed sets in a" 

topological space. We shall say this topological space the primary z-spectrum 
of C(X). 

LEMMA 7. Let X f denote the comPlemeχt of V ((f )), (f) the ideal generated' 

by f , then the sets X f form a basz's of open sets for the topology and (i) XfnXg 

=Xj강(ii) X f=çb if f is 쩌lpotent (iii) Xf=(/(X) zj, and only zj f is μnz't (iv)’ 

(J(X) is quasz'-compact (v) More geneγally X f is quasi-compact (vi) An o.명en sμbset 

of d(X) is quasi-compact zj, and only if it is a fz'nite unz'on of sets X f 

Furthermore, d(X) is a subspace of prime spectrum ‘9' (X) of C(X) and has. 
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a maximal spectrum W1(X) as a subspace. And the sets V,= {a ε d(X)lf ε a} 

form the basis for the closed sets. For a subset α of d(X) C1QCX) α = {a ε g 

(X)I a 그 n α} this immediately implies that d(X) is not T 1 in general and tl 

(X) is neither an o)Jen nor a closed subspace of ‘'7(X). But if X is discrete 

then tl(X)= ‘'7(X). For the fact that every ideal is a z-ideal, since letting Z 

(f)=Z(g) for some g ε I 

f(x) 
Define h(x) =rg(자 

tl x 홉 Z(g) 

o otherwise then h ε C(X) and f=gh and hence flεI 

What ever space X does d(X) a closed (or an open) subspace of .5P(X) make? 
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